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Abstract: In given work a system two phased radiators
for realisation of uniform heating of a tissue has been
investigated at hyperthermia of prostate. Theoretical
and experimental distributions of SAR (specific ebsorption rate) and temperlture in muscle phantom of a
tissue has been obtained. It bas been done conclusion

Applicator I consist of a inside conductor surrounded
by a thin layer of material rvith low dielectric constant
(insulator). Ap'plicator II consist of a inside conductor
excentrically surrounded by a thin layer of insulator. The
cooling water of both radiators flows in the annular region

process hyperthermia

tem for microlvave hyperthermia has been obtained in two
steps: First, the electromagnetic model of a phase system
has been make and distribution of SAR in the tissue has
been obtained; Secon{ on basis of the electromagnetic
model the thermal mo&l has been make and di$ribution
of temperature in tissue has been obtained.
The theory King et al. [2] can be used in order to calculate the electromagnetic field produced loy both a radiators
with a insulation, The following condition is required for

that the change of e phose radiators can operates
INTRODUCTTON

The local hyperthermia methods used for treatment of
tumours prostate in the last .vears. The uniform and direcl
heating of tumour is necessary for local h1'perthermia.
Therefore, challenging aspect of these techniques is the
SAR and temperature distribution for different systems of
microwale applicators.
The rvater-cooled applicator used in the modern devise
for h-vperthermia [l]. The rvater-cooled applicator give a
temperature maximum in the deep tissue. However, uniform heating they not gire.
A complete theoretical and experimental models of an
insulated rvater-cooled radiation systerns is a presented in
this paper. One radiator is a uretral, another radiator is a

is a

insulated water-cooled
dipble. The rectal radiator is a excentrically insulated water-cooled dipole for direct heating. The radiation system
operated at phase change for uniform heating in the deep

rectal. The uretral radiator

tumour.

bötrveen the insulator and the exlernal casing.

The theoretical modelling of two-radiators phase sys-

each laler:
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where K*,Ki -wavenamber dissipative mediunt and insulation layer correspondingly.

Electromagnetic model of radiator I has been investigated in [3] and it methodical we is not present in this

paper. The electromagnetic analysis

of

radiator II

(excentrical water-cooled dipole) has been carried on with
the following assumptions:
r the presence of the external casing in neglected because its thickness is much smlaller than its wavelength:
o the effects due to the reflected wave. produced of the

of separation with the dissipative ntedium, are
neglected because the dielectric constants of water and

surface

METHOD

An two radiator system radiating in an ltomogeneous
dissipative medium is considered as sketched in Fig. I

'

biological tissue are comparable.
To calculate the SAR the Marwell equation solution for
the tube domain in near radiation zone was obtained in
[4,5]. Formulas for the electric components of electromagnetic field for excentrical water-cooled radiator can be

written

as:
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Fig. l. Electromagnetic model of the radiating

s,vstem'
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where i:Jl ;lQ) - current in dipole; w - frequenc}, e2 dielectric constant of insulation layer; kz,kr - wavenamber
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of insulation laydf and biological tisbde, correspondly; H(r)
function Hancel; xs - length frotn centre of insulation
layer to equivalent radiator; Fa;"1,Fn,Fs0,FE0,Fe, - coeffi-

-

cients.

On the basis electric field of the radiator I EI and radiator II Eu, the total electric freld Es has been obtained:

Er= EI +EII
where E' = Eloi
The SAR is given

+ E;rA+ EI,o2;Eo =

(3)

Efli

+ Ef^A+

Elot

.

bry:

s4R=

c-o^lErl'

(4)

where oa - conductiviw of the tissue.

The distribution of temperature in the tussle was ob
tained as the result of the solution bioheating equation [ 6 |
by the method of final elements in cylindrical co-ordinates.
The realogical factor and perfusion blood rvas taken into
account for determination of the temperature.
The muscle phantom (e=51. o=1.24 S/m) was applied
for e.rperimentål modelling of microrvave hyperthermia. lt
was made on the basis of a water. NaCl and gelatine [7].
The applicator was operated frequency 915 MHz and input
power 20 W. The experimental researches has been confirmed results of theoretical modelling.
RESULTS

The temperature distributions in the biological tissue
are presented in Figs. 2.3 for steady state conditions for a
power unit of 20 W. Fig. 2 shorvs the temperanlre distribution of single excentrical radiator. Such radiator provide
maximum temperature in direct ${). Howwer, single
e.xcentrical radiator is not provide uniform heating in the
deep

biological tissue.
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experiment.

- the phased system enables to receive uniform heating
in a depth of the tissue;
- the change of phases between radiators enables to op
erate a temperature field in the tissue;
- monitoring of temperature in the tissue and a feedback control of the applied power are necessary in order to
avoid overheating and burns in given direction
.
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